LIBRARY FILMING and PHOTOGRAPHY REQUEST FORM

Date of request:______________________

Name:________________________________________________________________________

Title:_________________________________________________________________________

Affiliation:_____________________________________________________________________

Phone #:__________________________________  Fax #:______________________________

Email Address:_________________________________________________________________

Signature:_____________________________________________________________________

Contact information of person making the request (if different than above):

Name:________________________________________________

Phone #:____________________________ Email:_____________________________________

Proposed dates and times of filming:________________________________________________

Library location(s) selected for the filming:___________________________________________

Name of people taking part in the filming:____________________________________________

Equipment to be used during the library filming:_______________________________________

Purpose of the project (if filming is for course project: what department, course number and professor’s name):
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Please return signed form by fax to  617-627-3002 or by email to tischadmin@tufts.edu

Approved by Tisch Administration:_______________________________________________

Date:________________________________________

Please have this signed form with you when you arrive to film and photograph

NOTE: If you need to change the date or time requested after you have received approval you
must alert the Administration Office at (617) 617-3345.
POLICY FOR TAKING PICTURES (STILL OR MOTION) IN THE TISCH LIBRARY

All filming and photography activities in the Tisch Library are arranged and coordinated through the Library Administration Office. This policy is designed to minimize disruption of the normal activities of the library. No film location requests will be approved which disrupt the activities of the library. Because the library is a public study space for use by all students, it is important that filming activities do not impinge unduly on the rights of students to study quietly.

Request to film and take photographs in the library must be made in writing to Library Administration one week before filming and must include the dates and times you want to shoot. Filming will take place only at low-peak times, Monday – Friday 9:00 AM – 6:00 PM and not too close to or during exam weeks.

Crews may come in ahead of time to quietly scout out the area and plan their shoot. During the shoot, crews should be small, unobtrusive, and relatively quiet. Film crews are restricted to filming only in the agreed upon locations.

Library property: Film crews must respect Library property, and not move, rearrange or remove any materials, furniture, without specific permission to do so from Library Administration. Any expense related to repair or cleanup required after the shoot will be charged to the person in charge of the production.

By signing the request form you have agreed with the conditions outlined above. If this agreement is violated, you will no longer be permitted to film or take photographs in Tisch Library.

The exceptions to this policy are:
• taking a few pictures of sculpture or artwork (not people) in the library which does not require advance notification or the attached form.
• brief filming or photography done by parents/prospective students on library tours.

Students, faculty, staff or visitors may not be filmed without written consent. Photos for publication should be identified by artist’s name (see label on art work) with a citation that they are part of the Tufts University Permanent Art Collection.